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I. INTRODUCTION

The gap between the minimum wage and the living wage in many
areas is growing.' This gap can be attributed to increasing costs of
necessities,2 coupled with a minimum wage that is nearly the same
(adjusted for inflation) as it was over thirty years ago. 3 Because of this
rising gap, the battle over the minimum wage has become a central
labor issue. This issue has been highlighted by recent campaigns to
increase fast food workers' minimum wage to fifteen dollars per hour 4
and has gained traction among organizations fighting to increase the
minimum wage across the board.5 It has also become a central issue
for one of the major political parties, with the Democratic National
Committee approving the pursuit of a fifteen-dollar per hour minimum
wage as a facet of their 2016 platform. 6
In the United States, several companies have been criticized for
the inability of their workers to survive without social programs or
some other form of aid. For example, Wal-Mart has become notorious
for its poor treatment of its employees, 7 resulting in many of its
employees requiring government welfare in the form of food stamps,
1. Bouree Lam, The Living Wage Gap: State by State, THE ATLANTIC (Sept.
15,
2015),
http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/09/living-wagecalculator-interactive-minimum-wage/404569/.
2. See Bureau of Labor Statistics, CPI For Urban Wage Earners And Clerical
Workers, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION, https://www.ssa.gov/oact/STATS/

cpiw.html (last visited Mar. 1, 2016).
3. Drew Desilver, For Most Workers, Real Wages Have Barely Budged for
Decades, PEW RESEARCH CENTER (Oct. 9, 2014), http://www.pewresearch.org/facttank/2014/10/09/for-most-workers-real-wages-have-barely-budged-for-decades/.
4. Laila Kearney, Protesters Rally for Higher U.S. Fast-food Wages, Union
Rights, REUTERS
(Nov. 10,
2015,
9:03 PM), http://www.reuters.com/

article/2015/11/11/us-usa-wages-protests-idUSKCNOSZlKB20151111.
5. See, e.g., Why We Strike, FIGHT FOR $15, http://fightforl5.org/why-westrike/ (last visited Nov. 2, 2015).
6. Chris Opfer, Democrats Unanimously Back $15 Minimum Wage,
BLOOMBERG BNA (Sept. 8, 2015), http://www.bna.com/democrats-unanimously-

back-nl7179935669/.
7. See, e.g., Steven Greenhouse & Stephanie Rosenbloom, Wal-Mart Settles
63
Lawsuits
Over
Wages,
N.Y.
TIMES
(Dec.
28,
2008),
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/12/24/business/24walmart.htmll;
see also Sean
Alfano, Wal-Mart Hit with $78M Fine, CBS NEWS (Oct. 13, 2006),
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/wal-mart-hit-with-78m-fine/.
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Medicaid, and housing assistance to survive.8 Similarly, McDonald's
demonstrated the lack of adequate compensation for its employees
when it released a sample budget to its workers.' In Order to come up
with a reasonable budget, McDonald's had to assume each employee
was working two jobs, did not have food or gas expenses, and had
health insurance costs that were less than one-tenth of the national
average.' 0 The total cost to taxpayers in welfare programs from
McDonald's and Wal-Mart's employees was approximately $7.4
billion in 2014 alone." Throughout the United States, low wages cost
taxpayers approximately $152.8 billion annually.12
The inadequacy of corporations in addressing the needs and issues
related to labor is all too common in the United States. Due to the
heavy focus on the interests of capital holders, it is difficult to address
these pervasive labor issues.
Corporate social responsibility ("CSR") is defined as "actions that
appear to further some social good, beyond the interests of the firm

8. Ashley Lutz, Wal-Mart Asks Workers To Donate Food To Its Needy
Employees,
BUSINESS
INSIDER
(Nov.
18,
2013,
11:31
AM)
http://www.businessinsider.com/walmart-asks-customers-to-donate-food-2013-11;
Hayley Peterson, Wal-MartAsks Workers To Donate FoodTo Its Needy Employees,
BUSINESS
INSIDER
(Nov.
20,
2014,
12:56
PM),
http://www.businessinsider.com/walmart-employee-food-drive-2014-11.
9. Laura Shin, Why McDonald's Employee Budget Has Everyone Up In Arms,
FORBES (July 18, 2013, 12:01 PM), http://www.forbes.com/sites/laurashin/
2013/07/18/why-mcdonalds-employee-budget-has-everyone-up-in-arms/.
10. The budget also failed to account for childcare or clothing costs. Id.
11. See Clare O'Connor, Report: Walmart Workers Cost Taxpayers $6.2
Billion in Public Assistance, FORBES (Apr.
15, 2014,
3:35 PM),
http://www.forbes.com/sites/clareoconnor/2014/04/15/report-walmart-workers-costtaxpayers-6-2-billion-in-public-assistance/; Hayley Peterson, McDonald's Low
Wages Cost Taxpayers $1.2 Billion Annually, BUSINESS INSIDER (Oct. 15, 2013,
5:18 PM), http://www.businessinsider.com/mcdonalds-costs-taxpayers-12-billionannually-2013-10.
12. Ken Jacobs, Ian Perry & Jenifer MacGillvary, Low Wages Cost U.S.
Taxpayers $152.8 Billion Each Year in Public Support for Working Families, UC
BERKELEY LABOR CENTER (Apr. 13, 2015), http://laborcenter.berkeley.edu/the-highpublic-cost-of-low-wages/.
13. Kevin T. Jackson, Global Corporate Governance: Soft Law and
Reputational Accountability, 35 BROOKLYN J. INT'L L. 41, 77 (2010) [hereinafter
Global CorporateGovernance].
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and that which is required by law."1 4 Although CSR is a voluntary
commitment by a company to greater serve stakeholders,"s it is
becoming increasingly important for companies to participate in order
to remain competitive.1 6 Employees are key stakeholders, and their
compensation is an important CSR issue.' 7 By refocusing CSR,
companies can improve their labor relations, especially in the area of
adequate
providing
Although
compensation.1 8
employee
compensation to employees is not as popular a CSR campaign as
environmental programs, for example, it can have a very large effect
on a company.1 9 Addressing employee needs is not as much of an
attention-grabbing, marketing-friendly campaign as environmental or
philanthropic campaigns. 20 This likely explains its less prominent
focus, especially when looking at the CSR programs that are widely
advertised by companies. 2 1 However, as discussed further in this
article, a focus on integrating and serving labor issues can be greatly
beneficial to companies, as well as employees. 2 2

14. Abigail McWilliams et al., Corporate Social Responsibility: International
http://www.economics.
2006),
(Mar.
4
RENSSELAER
Perspectives,

rpi.edu/workingpapers/rpi06O4.pdf.
15.

Ilias Bantekas, Corporate Social Responsibility in International Law, 22

B.U. INT'L L.J. 309, 317 (2004).
16.

See,

e.g.,

Responsibility,

Howard

LAw360

Dakoff, Best Practices For Corporate Social

(May

22,

2012);

5:37

PM

ET),

http://www.1aw360.com/articles/336215/best-practices-for-corporate-socialresponsibility; Jeanne Meister, Corporate Social Responsibility: A Lever For
Employee Attraction & Engagement, FORBES (June 7, 2012, 11:03 AM),
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jeannemeister/2012/06/07/corporate-socialresponsibility-a-lever-for-employee-attraction-engagement/.
17. Global CorporateGovernance,supra note 13, at 53.
18. C.B. Bhattacharya et al., Using CorporateSocial Responsibility to Win the
War for Talent, MIT 39 (Jan. 1, 2008), http://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/usingUsing
[hereinafter
corporate-social-responsibility-to-win-the-war-for-talent/
CorporateSocial Responsibility to Win].
19. Id.; see also, Global CorporateGovernance, supra note 13, at 86.
20. See, e.g., Miriam A. Cherry, The Law and Economics of CorporateSocial
Responsibility and Greenwashing, 14 U.C. DAvIS Bus. L.J. 281, 282 (2014).

21. See id.
22.

Global CorporateGovernance, supra note 13, at 77.
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Boards of directors play a large role in determining CSR
programs, as they are meant to be strategic guides for companies. 2 3
Therefore, the composition of the board and representation of interests
can greatly impact CSR adoption and effectiveness. 24 The United
States' method of choosing directors and the expectations for those
directors varies greatly from the methods used in other parts of the
world.25 Germany and France, in particular, have very different
systems, which integrate stakeholders directly into board activities. 2 6
The United States should mandate labor representation on its boards,
similar to the German and French corporate models.
This article will argue that by integrating aspects of the CSR
systems in companies that balance the interests of shareholders and
stakeholders, the United States may improve these labor relations. To
help achieve an improvement in labor relations, companies should
focus their CSR efforts on providing a living wage to its employees. 2 7
The German and French systems for CSR provide useful insights for
different approaches that may improve the labor relationships and
address issues present in United States CSR. In Section II, this article
will discuss the current state of CSR in the United States. It will look
at the legal structure of boards of directors along with cultural aspects
of the United States, which have contributed to the way CSR has
developed. Section III will discuss criticisms of the United States'
legal framework for structuring boards of directors. Section IV will
examine the state of CSR in Germany and France, focusing on the
differences in board structure, composition, and labor representation
requirements, and how those features impacts CSR. Finally, Section V
will argue that the United States CSR can be improved by applying
some aspects of German and French CSR, with a focus on the
minimum wage issues that the United States is currently facing. This
Article will demonstrate that, by adopting certain aspects of the
23. Edward S. Adams, Corporate Governance after Enron and Global
Crossing: Comparative Lessons for Cross-NationalImprovement, 78 IND. L.J. 723,
737 (2003).
24. See, e.g. J. F. Corkery & Madeline Taylor, The gender gap: A quota for
women on the board, CORP. Gov. EJOURNAL 3 (Nov. 1, 2012),
http://epublications.bond.edu.au/cgej/27/.
25. See infra section III.
26. See infra section IV.
27. Using CorporateSocial Responsibility to Win, supra note 13, at 39.
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German and French systems for CSR, the United States may be able
to ease the conflict and debate over the issue of the living wage
between management and labor interests.
II. CSR IN THE UNITED STATES
Because of the United States' laws, there is not a clear single set
of guidelines for board composition. 28 Rather, each state gets to
choose its own corporate codes. 29 However, the different state systems
do share many similarities, and the New York Stock Exchange
provides a set of standards that must be met for a company to be

publically listed.3 0
As for the commonalities between the different state guidelines in
the United States, boards of directors have only one tier - where the
same board performs both the supervisory and management roles.31
No employee representation is mandated on boards within the United
States.32 Instead, United States boards have requirements focused on
things like independence of directors and committee composition. 33
Due to internationally notorious issues with companies such as
Enron, the United States passed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 ("the
Act"). 34 The Act added provisions to make directors, chief financial
officers, and chief executive officers face personal criminal and civil
responsibility for the items on which they sign off regarding the
company. 3 5 The overarching goals of the Act are: (1) to create the
28. Jeswald W. Salacuse, Corporate Governance, Culture and Convergence:
CorporationsAmerican Style or With a European Touch?, 9 L. & Bus. REV. AM. 33,

39 (2003).
29. Id.
30. See PUB. Co. ADVISORY GRP., Requirementsfor Public Company Boards,
WEL (Mar. 2015), http://www.weil.com/~/media/files/pdfs/150154_pcagboard_
requirements chart_2015_v2 1.pdf.
31. See Lauren J. Aste, Article, Reforming French Corporate Governance: A
Return To The Two-Tier Board?, 32 GEO. WASH. J. INT'L L. & EcON. 1, 6 (1999).
32. See generally DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 141 (West 2015). Delaware is used
as an example because almost all public corporations are incorporated there.
33. PUB. Co. ADVISORY GRP., supra note 30, at 28.
34. Allison Fass, One Year Later, The Impact Of Sarbanes-Oxley, FORBES

(July

22,

2003,

7:00

AM),

http://www.forbes.com/2003/07/22/czaf_0722

sarbanes.html.

35. See Sarbanes-Oxley Act, Pub. L. No. 107-204, § 906(a), 116 Stat. 745.
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Public Company Accounting Oversight Board to oversee audits of
public companies; (2) to make public company auditors more
independent; (3) to add regulations to corporate governance and CSR;
(4) to require greater financial disclosures; (5) to regulate conflicts of
interests for securities analysts; and (6) to add new crimes and
penalties for violation of the securities and other laws. 36 Much of the
similarity present in board requirements across the United States can
be traced back to these goals. In particular, these goals show that CSR
and corporate governance are an important aspect of the
responsibilities of boards of directors in the United States.
Due to increased regulations from legislation such as the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act, the requirements to be publically listed on the
New York Stock Exchange changed. For example, boards of
directors are required to have an audit committee, corporate
governance committee, and compensation committee.3 8 Each
committee must be comprised of at least three members, all of whom
are independent directors. 39 An independent director is defined as a
person who does not have a material relationship "either directly or as
a partner, shareholder or officer of an organization that has a
relationship with the company." 40 These increased board requirements
are an attempt to achieve the goals of Sarbanes-Oxley, which include
a greater focus on corporate governance and CSR. 4 1
Under the Act, the board of directors of a company is required to
oversee the management.4 2 The board plays a role in setting overall
36. Lyman P.Q. Johnson & Mark A. Sides, Corporate Governance And The
Sarbanes-Oxley Act: The Sarbanes-Oxley Act And Fiduciary Duties, 30 WM.
MITCHELL L. REv. 1149, 1154 (2004) (citing Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, Pub. L.
No. 107-204, 116 Stat. 745 (2002)).
37. See PUB. CO. ADvISORY GRP, supranote 30.
38. New York Stock Exchange ("N.Y.S.E."), Listed Co. Manual ¶ 303A.04-06
(2013), http://nysemanual.nyse.com/LCMTools/PlatformViewer. asp?selectednode
=chpl1 4&manual=%2Flcm%2Fsections%2Flcm-sections%2F [hereinafter NYSE
Listed Co. Manual]; BUS. ROUNDTABLE, Principles of Corporate Governance:
2012, 1, 2-3, 17 (2012), http://businessroundtable.org/sites/default/files/legacy/
uploads/studies-reports/downloads/BRTPrinciples of Corporate Governance_2012_FormattedFinal.pdf [hereinafter Principlesof CorporateGovernance].
39. Principlesof Corporate Governance, supra note 38, at 17, 20, 23.
40. NYSE Listed Co. Manual Section 303A.02(a))(i), supra note 38.
41. See Johnson & Sides, supra note 36, at 1154.
42. Adams, supra note 23, at 729.
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strategy and ensuring management follows that strategy. 43 A major
function of a board of directors is to choose members of the company
management.44 The main goal for the board is considered to be
serving the interests of shareholders. 45 This is generally considered to
be synonymous with maximizing shareholder value, measured by
share price. 46 Due to its place in the strategic planning of
organizations, boards shape the CSR pursued by companies. 47
As demonstrated by the expected function and how success is
measured for boards, the United States is a heavily shareholder
focused system. Consequently, stakeholders' 48 interests can often be
ignored or inefficiently served by the United States' system. 49
Although many boards in the United States have adopted CSR
programs, they are often considered to be a form of marketing
strategy.50 The main motivation behind this strategy is to increase
overall shareholder value, rather than to address issues facing
stakeholders." Additionally, CSR is frequently used as a tool to
combat already negative perceptions. 52

43. Id. at 737.
44. Id. at 730.
45. Einer Elhauge, Sacrificing Corporate Profits In The Public Interest, 80

N.Y.U.L. REv. 733, 736 (2005).
46. See id. at 737.

47. See id. at 855.
48. A
stakeholder
includes
"shareholders,
employees,
customers,
suppliers... and a wide variety of interest groups in the community," or, in essence,
anyone materially impacted by a company's activities. Salacuse, supra note 28, at

47.
49. See generally Katherine V. Jackson, Towards a Stakeholder-Shareholder
Theory of Corporate Governance: A Comparative Analysis, 7 HASTINGS Bus. L.J.
309, 341 (2011) [hereinafter Towards a Stakeholder-Shareholder Theory of
CorporateGovernance].
50. See C. B. Bhattacharya, Corporate Social Responsibility: It's All About
Marketing,
FORBES
(Nov.
20,
2009,
4:15
PM),
http://www.forbes.com/2009/l1/20/corporate-social-responsibility-leadershipcitizenship-marketing.html [hereinafter Corporate Social Responsibility: It's All
About Marketing].

51. Id.
52. "Case evidence shows that companies communicate about their corporate
social responsibility as a means to defend their reputation." Jodlle Vanhamme & Bas
Grobben, The Effectiveness of Corporate Social Responsibility in Countering
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The culture and incentive structures in the United States have also
contributed to the current state of CSR. A significant cultural
difference lies in what is perceived as "success" for a company in the
United States versus a company in Germany or France. 53 In the United
States, large funds such as the California Public Employees'
Retirement System ("CalPERS") are well known for pressuring
"underperforming companies" into increasing their returns, 54 as well
as using shareholder activism to get companies to improve.5 5
CalPERS defines "underperforming" as a return on invested capital of
less than ten percent annually. 56 However, in Germany and France,
where stakeholder focus is more common, annual returns of less than
ten percent are common.5 7 This substantial focus on return on
investment over any other measure of performance contributes to the
current structure of CSR within the United States. In the United
States, managers are hired with expectations that they will generate
the greatest profit, and fear losing their jobs for putting the "greater
good" ahead of that expectation.5 8 Due to these incentives presented to
boards, it is even more difficult for CSR to be effective.
These differences are further demonstrated by the view of
managers in the United States as to whether competition or
cooperation is more beneficial for society. When asked, the majority
of U.S. managers said that greater competition would create more
value for society.5 9 In contrast, French and German managers believed
Negative Publicity, at
6,
http://eprints.1incoln.ac.uk/9266/1/TGTBT%20
Vanhamme%20JBE17april2007.pdf.
53. See generally Brad M. Barber, Monitoring the Monitor: Evaluating
Ca/PERS'ShareholderActivism, UC DAVIS JOURNAL OF INVESTING (Dec. 1, 2007),
http://gsm.ucdavis.edu/research/monitoring-monitor-evaluating-calpers-shareholderactivism. (Discussing the expected returns and actions taken by CalPERS (a United
States fund) in response to what is perceived as inadequate performance.)
54. Barber, supra note 53; see also Cynthia A. Williams, Corporate Social
Responsibility in an Era of Economic Globalization, 35 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 705,
742 (2002).
55. See Williams, supra note 54, n.121.
56. Id.
57. Id.
58. Aneel Karnani, The Case Against Corporate Social Responsibility, WALL
ST.J.
(Aug.
23,
2010),
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052
748703338004575230112664504890.
59. Salacuse, supra note 28, at 47.
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that society would benefit more from cooperation than competition. 60
This difference can be attributed, at least partially, to the disparities in
incentives provided to management in the United States and in
European countries, like France and Germany. 6 1 Valuing competition
over cooperation may also explain why France, Germany, and the
United States have dissimilar CSR.6 2 In aggregate, the legal structure
and cultural values of the United States have lead U.S.-based
companies to establish a CSR system that is widely criticized for not
only its lack of effectiveness, but also its inability to address major
stakeholder interests. 63 These criticisms are expanded upon in the next
section.

III. CRITICISM

OF

CSR IN THE UNITED STATES

Some critics argue CSR in itself is a harmful practice, regardless
of the country. These critics argue that CSR creates an agency
problem, whereby the values of the company's executives and board
are arbitrarily promoted over those of the shareholders'. 64
Those critics who believe there is an agency problem, however,
fail to consider that managers traditionally have the authority and
certain tools at their disposal that do not maximize profits, but rather

60. Id. at 48.
61.

See id. at 38.

62. Id.
63. Infra Section III.
64. "'[T]he major problem with current corporate governance arrangements
are that they provide excessive power to executive managers who may abuse this
power in pursuit of their own interests'. . .[T]hese arguments are predicated on the
view that firms' CSR are due to agency problems between owners and firms'
managers." John Manuel Barrios Jr. et al., Is Corporate Social Responsibility an
Agency Problem? Evidence from CEO Turnovers, SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH
http://papers.ssm.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstractid
2005),
(May
NETWORK
=2540753; see also John Armour et al., Agency Problems, Legal Strategies And
http://www.law.harvard.edu/programs/
(2009),
Enforcement 2, HARVARD
olin center/papers/pdf/Kraakman 644.pdf. ("[An agency problem] arises whenever
the welfare of one party, termed the 'princilial', depends upon actions taken by
another party, termed the 'agent.' The problem lies in motivating the agent to act in
the principal's interest rather than simply in the agent's own interest.").
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that benefit the company in other ways, even without CSR.65 Without
the ability to take certain actions that may in fact cause a slight
decrease in profits, managers are prevented from using their discretion
to benefit the company and society. 66 Many times, companies can
address public issues more efficiently because of their resources and
visibility. 67 Although shareholders could hypothetically exercise their
own judgment on which public issues to pursue to the same effect as
companies, in practice this is not the case. 6 8 For these reasons, the
potential agency problem should not prevent companies from
continuing to pursue CSR.
CSR has also been criticized as something that costs companies
profit without providing adequate benefit, as all stakeholder interests
cannot be served. 69 However, the more important stakeholders can at
least have their interests represented and, based upon weighing of
those interests, the company can decide which interests make the most
sense to pursue. 70 Additionally, companies can use their overall
strategy as a means to identify CSR opportunities which would
support that strategy, allowing companies to achieve lower costs and
more significant benefits. 7 1By strategically choosing a CSR approach,
companies can accomplish a great amount of benefit for stakeholders,
which may in turn also benefit the companies' profit or mission. 72 The
criticisms of CSR being too expensive are often targeted at CSR that
is chosen without taking into consideration these strategic
implications.

-

65. See, e.g., Einer Elhauge, Sacrificing Corporate Profits in The Public
Interest, 80 N.Y.U.L. REv. 733, 743 (2005) (discussing companies sacrificing profit
to make donations.).
66. Id.
67. Id. at 740.
68. Id. at 743.
69. See Andrew C. Coors & Wayne Winegarden, Corporate Social
Responsibility-Or
Good
Advertising?,?
10
Regulation
(2005),
http://object.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/serials/files/regulation/2012/8/v28nl
noted.pdf.
70. See Michael E. Porter & Mark R. Kramer, Strategy & Society: The Link
Between Competitive Advantage and Corporate Social Responsibility, HARVARD
BUSINESS REVIEW (Dec. 2007) http://sharedvalue.org/sites/default/files/resourcefiles/StrategyandSociety.pdf [hereinafter Porter & Kramer].
7 1. Id.
72. Id.
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There is also a significant amount of criticism of CSR in the
United States claiming that the purpose of CSR is not effectively
met." Because of the method by which CSR programs are chosen in
the United States, CSR is also considered unsuccessful in many
respects for the company. 74
Corporate governance in the United States has a heavy focus on
benefitting shareholders over all other stakeholders.75 For this reason,
another common criticism of CSR efforts within the United States is
that they are viewed as disingenuous. 76 One prominent example of this
is "greenwashing," where companies try to reap the benefits of ecofriendly initiatives, while failing to actually better the environment, or
in some cases, harming the environment greatly.7 7 These types of
programs are largely viewed as mere marketing ploys. 78
A more specific issue with CSR in the United States is that it does
not adequately represent central labor interests, such as the minimum
wage issue.79 "[The American system] captures only two of the
juridical pillars of corporate governance: corporate (or company) law
and capital market regulation. Labor relations constitute a third pillar
of corporate governance that cannot be ignored." 80 The methods by

73. See, e.g., Towards a Stakeholder-Shareholder Theory of Corporate
Governance, supra note 49, at 341; Corporate Social Responsibility: It's All About
Marketing, supra note 50; Cherry, supra note 20, at 282.
74. See infra section V.A.
75. Towards a Stakeholder-Shareholder Theory of Corporate Governance,
supra note 49, at 341.
76. See, e.g., CorporateSocial Responsibility: It's All About Marketing, supra
note 50.
77. See Cherry, supra note 20, at 282; see, e.g., Protect Tomorrow. Today.,
EXXONMOBIL,
http://corporate.exxonmobil.com/en/community/corporatecitizenship-report/environmental-performance/protect-tomorrow-today-video?

parentld=313e5234-912c-48f7-b9c8-398cb4597a0c,

(last visited Oct. 15, 2015)

(Exxon Mobil's environmental intiative, claiming the company is "operative
responsibly. In reality, the company is the third highest air polluter in the United
States.
PER,
Toxic
100
Air Polluters, U.
MASS.
(Aug.
2013),
http://www.peri.umass.edu/toxicaircurrent/.
78. Corporate Social Responsibility: It's All About Marketing, supra note 50.
79. Global Corporate Governance, supra note 13, at 35.
80. John W. Cioffi, Review Essay, State of the Art: A Review Essay on
Comparative Corporate Governance: The State of the Art and Emerging Research,

48 AM. J. COMP. L. 501, 524 (2000).
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which boards of directors are chosen and the metrics they are expected
to meet do not account for these important interests. 8 ' With the limited
requirements for board members in the United States, not only is it
unclear if shareholder values are properly represented, but stakeholder
values are often largely disregarded. 8 2
The heavy shareholder focus occurs even though employees tend
to have greater investments in companies than shareholders. They
cannot diversify their "investment" of their time working for a
company.8 3 Employees are with a company on average about nine
times longer than shareholders in the United States. 84 Employees are
also important because ". . . employees are at least as good monitors

of firm performance as shareholders." 85 And yet, despite the
demonstrated importance of labor, and labor's higher levels of
dedication to companies, the United States system remains almost
exclusively focused upon shareholder value, choosing directors and
managers with that primary goal in mind.8 6
These criticisms are not to say that the United States does not
have some successful aspects of its board composition. For example,
meeting frequently and having a clear flow of information have been
shown to benefit companies, both of which are important aspects of
the American system.8 7 However, the heavy shareholder focus can
also lead companies in the United States to view CSR as a mere "addon" to its strategy, and not something that is genuine and embedded in

81. Karnani, supra note 58.
82. Towards a Stakeholder-Shareholder Theory of Corporate Governance,
supra note 49, at 341.

8 3. Id.
84. David, Duration of Stock Holding Periods Continue to Fall Globally,
TOPFOREIGNSTOCKS.COM (Sept. 6, 2010) http://topforeignstocks.com/2010/09/06/
duration-of-stock-holding-period-continues-to-fall-globally/ (The average holding
time for a stock was around six months in 2015. U.S. DEP'T OF LAB. EMPLOYEE
TENURE SUMMARY (Sept. 18, 2014) http://www.bls.gov/news.release/tenure.nr0.htm
(In 2014, the average tenure for an employee was 4.6 years).
85. Towards a Stakeholder-Shareholder Theory of Corporate Governance,
supra note 49, at 341.
86. Kamani, supra note 58.
87. Mark J. Roe, Corporate Governance: German Codetermination and
German Securities Markets, 5 COLUM. J. EuR. L. 199, 200 (1999).
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its corporate culture." This artificiality limits the effectiveness and

purpose of CSR.8 9
When companies fail to integrate CSR within their strategies,
companies not only limit how well CSR functions, but also lose out on
the potential for economic, social, community, and other benefits. 90
Because boards are integral to the strategy of companies, by
integrating the insight of those who are the target of CSR programs as
members of boards, companies can create strategically beneficial
programs that are also more successful. 91 The current culture and
climate in the United States leads to choosing CSR programs that fail
to address legitimate and important concerns, especially those of the
labor pool, which causes companies to waste the potential that CSR
offers. 92
IV. CSR IN

GERMANY AND FRANCE

A. Germany
The German CSR model emphasizes the importance of
stakeholders, not just shareholders. 93 In Germany, as in many
European countries, the United States' intense and primary focus on
shareholder value is viewed as misguided. 94
In Germany, co-determination is used to manage companies. 95
Co-determination means that employees play a role in company
management, most often by being included on boards. 96 German use

88. William Sun, Jim Stewart & David Pollard, Reframing Corporate Social
Responsibility:Lessons from the Global FinancialCrisis 11 (2010).

89. Id.
90. Porter & Kramer, supra note 70, at 89.
91. Id.

92. Id.
93. See Salacuse, supra note 28, at 47 ("Germany, with its system of codetermination granting employees a formal role in governance, is often cited as the
prime example of the 'stakeholder model.")

94. Id.
95. See

BVerfG,

I

BvR

532,

535-6533/77,

http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv050290.html#Opinion.

Dec.

(translated)

1,

1978,

[hereinafter

BVerfG].
96. Id.
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of co-determination has been viewed as a method of improving the
relationship between capital and labor, leading to more cooperation
and benefit to the economy as a whole. 97
Germany, in contrast with the United States' one-tiered system,
often uses a two-tiered model for its boards.9 8 A two-tiered model has
a separate supervisory board and management board. 99
In Germany, under the Mitbestimmungsgesetz of 1976 ("Codetermination Act"), companies with over 2,000 employees must have
labor representatives comprise at least half of the supervisory board.100
The Co-Determination Act applies to any corporation with over 2,000
employees, regardless of whether it is a stock (public) or limited
liability (private) corporation. 10 1 The majority of limited liability
corporations that do not fall under this act have a single board. 10 2
However, when the Co-Determination Act applies, companies are
required to use the two-tiered model. 103 For companies with at least
500 employees, at least a third of the supervisory board must be labor
representatives. 104
Even if companies do not fall under the Co-Determination Act,
they may be subject to either the Coal and Steel Co-determination
Act 05 or the Industrial Co-Determination Act.1 06 Coal, steel, and
97. Paul L. Davies & Klaus J. Hopt, Corporate Boards in EuropeAccountability and Convergence, 61 AM. J. COMP. L. 301, 345 (2013).
98. Klaus J. Hopt, Comparative Corporate Governance: The State of the Art
and InternationalRegulation, 59 AM. J. COMP. L. 1, 20-21 (2011).
99. Id. at 20.
100. BVerfG, supra note 95.
101. See Theodor Baums, Corporate Governance in Germany, UNIVERSITAT
OSNABRUCK, at 11, http://www.jura.uni-frankfurt.de/43029805/paper7O.pdf.
102. See Gesetz betreffend die Gesellschaften mit beschrankter Haftung
[GmbHG] [Limited Liability Company Act], Apr. 20, 1892, BGBL I at 2586, § 52,
last amended by BGBL I at 2586, art. 27 (Ger.).
103. See Baums, supra note 101, at 11.
104. DrittelbG [Act on the Third Participation of Employees in the
Supervisory Board], May 18, 2004, (BGBL I at 974, last amended by BGBL I, at
642, art. 8 (Ger.) 974 (translated).
105. Gesetz ber die Mitbestimmung der Arbeitnehmer in den Aufsichtsr ten
und Vorst nden der Untemehmen des Bergbaus und der Eisen und Stahl
erzeugenden Industrie [Coal, Iron and Steel Co-Determination Act] from May 21,
1951, Bundesgesetzblatt 1 341.
106. Betriebsverfassungsgesetz of Jan. 15, 1952, BGB1 113.
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mining companies with more than 1,000 employees are required to
have a supervisory board of at least eleven members: five shareholder
representatives, five employee representatives, and one "neutral"
member.1 07 The two boards are composed of different members and
have different responsibilities, as expanded upon below.
1. Supervisory Board
The Co-Determination Act determines the composition of the
supervisory board (or "Aufsichtsrat"). The supervisory board must be
comprised of between three and twenty-one members, depending
upon the amount of capital the company has in shares. 0 8 The number
of supervisory board members must be divisible by three.1 09 On
average, supervisory, boards are comprised of thirteen members." 0
The supervisory board members are either appointed by shareholders
or chosen by employees as representatives."' Members are not
permitted to serve on both the supervisory and management boards.112
The supervisory board oversees and maintains the management
board, and also monitors the performance of the company as a
whole."'3 The supervisory board has another crucial duty - it must
make adjustments to a poorly performing management board.11 4 As an
example, the supervisory board may appoint or dismiss members of
the management board."' The supervisory board, however, may only

107.

Dieter Sadowski, et al., The German Model Of Corporate And Labor

Governance, 22 COMP. LAB. L. & POL'Y J. 33, 38 (2000).
108. AktG § 95 (translated) Aktiengesetz [AktG] [German Stock Corporation
Act], Sep. 6, 1965, BGBL I at 1089, § 95, last amended by BGBL I at 2586, art. 26
(Ger.) (translated).

109. Id.
110.

Baums, supra note 101, at 9.

111. AktG § 101(1) Aktiengesetz [AktG] [German Stock Corporation Act],
Sep. 6, 1965, BGBL I at 1089, § 101(1), last amended by BGBL I at 2586, art. 26
(Ger.).
112. Id. § 105(1).
113. Id.§111.
114. Baums, supra note 101, at 13.

115. Id. at 9.
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dismiss members from the management board for cause. 1 16 The
supervisory board also oversees those employees chosen by the
management board to run various parts of the company." 7
The supervisory board determines the compensation for the
members of the management board and must ensure that these
amounts remain reasonable in light of the duties and performance of
each member." 8 The supervisory board may appoint members of the
management board for up to a five-year term. 119 The supervisory
board must appoint a chairman if there are more than two members of
the management board.1 2 0
2. The Management Board
The management board (or "Vorstand') must be a minimum of
one person for companies with share capital less than three million
euros, or a minimum of two if share capital is greater.' 2 1 There are no
labor requirements for the management board, but as mentioned, the
supervisory board, which does require labor representation, appoints
the members of the management board.1 22
The management board is directly responsible for managing the
company.1 2 3 The management board is the general representative of
the company inside and outside of court.1 24 In contrast, the
supervisory board represents the company in actions against the
management board.1 25
The management board must provide reports to the supervisory
on: (1) the board's intended business policy and other fundamental
matters such as financing, investments, personnel, and discrepancies
116. Examples of just cause for revocation of membership are a breach of
duties to the company, failure to manage the company properly, or a vote of no
confidence by the shareholders. AktG § 84(3).

117. Id. at 1 11.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.

AktG § 87(1).
Baums, supra note 101, at 4.
AktG § 84(2).
Id. § 76(2).
See AktG § 111(1).
Id. § 76(1).
Id. § 78(1).
Id. § 112.
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with prior targets; (2) the company's profitability, especially return on
equity; (3) the state of the company, especially revenues; and (4)
important transactions which may change the profitability or liquidity
of the company. 126 The reports, respectively, must be provided: (1) at
least once annually; (2) at the supervisory board meeting regarding
approval of the annual financial statement of the company; (3) at least
once quarterly; and (4) if feasible, early enough that the board can
give its opinion on the transaction before the company enters into it. 127
The management board is also required to provide a report on the state
of the company whenever requested by the supervisory board.1 28
3.

Consequences of the German System

'

By splitting the responsibilities of boards of directors into two, the
German system is able to respond quickly to pressing issues, such as
labor conflicts.' 29 This leads to increased overhead, as it requires more
directors and more effort to communicate across the boards. 3 0
However, one-tiered boards tend to be quicker to respond because
they are composed of fewer members that can meet independently.
The system also creates a built-in check for the management
board, and makes it easier to address underperforming members.1 3
This can be lacking in one-tiered systems due to personal relationships
and inability to self-evaluate.1 32 Additionally, by including employees
on the supervisory board, the German system gives labor a voice by
involving employees in the overall strategy of the company, while not
requiring as much of a time commitment as serving as a member of a

126. Id. § 90(1).
127. Id §90(2).
128. Id. § 90(3).
129.

Felix R. FitzRoy & Kornelius Kraft, Co-Determination, Efficiency, and

Productivity, IZA DP No. 1442, 7 (2004).
130. See Lauren J. Aste, Reforming French Corporate Governance: A Return
To The Two-Tier Board?, 32 GW J. INT'L L. & ECON. 1, 36 (1999).
131. See Governance trends shaping the board of the future Board
performance and diversity, PwC 6 (2014), https://www.pwc.com/us/en/corporategovernance/annual-corporate-directors-survey/assets/acds-0 1-boardperformance.pdf.
132. See generally id.
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one-tiered board. 133 This minimizes the loss of working time for
employees while maintaining their representation.' 34
Co-determination, like any system, is not perfect. However, many
of the perceived cons of co-determination hold true for boards in
general, such as lack of effective strategic planning and monitoring.1 35
The benefits, however, are unique and tend to create a resilient and
effective model of governance.1 36 By legitimizing and integrating
labor interests at such a high strategic level, Germany has been able to
foster cooperation. 137 Cooperation is highly valued within German
culture, which can partially explain the success and acceptance of codetermination in German companies.1 38 In Germany, co-determination
has also been credited for leading to better working conditions.' 39
Germany has established state institutions that determine and
regulate CSR policies.1 4 0 It has done so to promote company
participation in fighting the issues the government is most interested
in, such as environmental impact and sustainability.141 The federal
government has also launched campaigns to increase participation in
CSR as well as adding visibility and credibility to CSR movements.1 4 2
Additionally, the government has implemented these programs to
bolster other national strategy programs in effect.1 43

133. See Aste, supra note 130, at 48-49.

134. Less annual meetings means less time that is required of employees to
serve board interests. Id.
135. John W. Cioffi, State of the Art: A Review Essay on Comparative
Corporate Governance: The State of the Art and Emerging Research, 48 AM. J.
COMP. L. 501, 521 (2000).
136. Id. at 521-22.
137. See Sadowski et al., supranote 107, at 38.
138. See generally Salacuse, supra note 28, at 48.
139. Id. at 39.
140. Virginia Harper Ho, Beyond Regulation: A Comparative Look at StateCentric Corporate Social Responsibility and the Law in China, 46 VAND. J.
TRANSNAT'LL. 375, 393 (2013).
141.

FED. MINISTRY OF LAB. AND Soc. AFF. CSR: MADE IN GERMANY 8,

http://download.diplo.de/NewDelhi/csr-made-in-germany.pdf (2012).
142. Id. at 7.
143. Id. at 8.
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B. France
France is also considered a stakeholder-focused system.'" In
France, the system is slightly different from Germany. French
companies can choose between a one and two-tiered system for their
boards.1 45 When companies do adopt a two-tiered system, it is
similarly split into a supervisory and management board, called a
Conseil de surveillance and Directoirerespectively.1 46 Also, although
there is still an increased focus on labor, the French code only requires
non-voting membership on the board for employee representatives;
the representatives may vote if elected by shareholders.1 47
1. One-TieredSystem
If the company chooses a one-tiered system, the board must have
between three and eighteen members.1 4 8 Directors are appointed at
shareholders meetings for a term that cannot exceed six years, but
directors can be re-appointed 49 Employees appointed as board
members must have contracts regarding actual employment;
employees cannot be hired only to serve as directors. 5 0 If an
employee who is elected as a director violates their employment
contract, the directorship is terminated. 1 Directors are required to
own some amount of the shares of the company, as determined by the
company. 5 2 The company's articles of association determine the
amount of shares.! 5 3 Employees may elect a maximum of one third of
144. Anna Triponel, Business & Human Rights Law: Diverging Trends in the
UnitedStates and France,23 AM. U. INT'L L. REV. 855, 875-77 (2008).
145. Klaus J. Hopt, Comparative Corporate Governance: The State of the Art
and InternationalRegulation, 59 AM. J. COMP. L. 1, 22 (2011).
146. EuR. COMM'N, NAT'L European Commission, National FACTSHEET:
France
FR.,
COUNTRY:
BOARDs,
IN
BALANCE
GENDER
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/gender-equality/files/womenonboards/womenonboardsfactsheet-fr en.pdf. (Jan. 2013).
147. CODE DE COMMERCE [C. COM] art. L225-79-2 (Fr.).

148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.

C.CoM
C.COM
C.COM
C.COM
C.CoM
C.COM

art.
art.
art.
art.
art.
art.

L225-17 (Fr.).
L225-18 (Fr.).
L225-22, 28 (Fr.).
L225-32 (Fr.).
L225-25 (Fr.).
L225-25 (Fr.)
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the board, and the directors elected by employees are not counted as
part of the three to eighteen director requirement. 5 4 The company
decides the actual number of labor representatives that will serve in a
board.' 55 Similarly, the minimum number of representatives is also
decided by the company.' 5 6
The board has the broad responsibility of determining what
policies the company will adopt.' 57 It also monitors implementation of
company policies via review and inspection of pertinent documents
and records provided by management. 5 s The board itself is
responsible for electing and dismissing the chairman.' 59 The chairman
must oversee the work of the board, organize its tasks, and ensure
communication between the board and management.1 60 The board
may appoint and dismiss a general director (equivalent to a Chief
Executive Officer within the United States) and assistants to the
general director of the company.161
2. Two-Tiered System
If a company chooses a two-tiered system, it will have a separate
management and supervisory board. The supervisory boards must
have at least three members, but not more than eighteen.' 6 2 Further,
board members must own a minimum amount of shares, as
determined by the company, unless they are elected by the
employees.1 63 No person may be a member of both the supervisory
and management boards.1 64 The company may choose to have up to a
third of the supervisory board be elected by the employees, and, as in

154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.

C.COM art. L225-27 (Fr.).
See id.
See id.
C.CoM art. L225-35 (Fr.).
Id.
C.COM art. L225-47 (Fr.).
C.CoM art. L225-51 (Fr.).
C.COM art. L225-55 (Fr.).
C.COM art. L225-69 (Fr.).
C.CoM art. L225-74 (Fr.).
C.CoM art. L225-7472 (Fr.).
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the single tiered model, those members are not part of the limitation
on the number of members.1 6 5
The supervisory board must choose a chairman from amongst its
members.1 66 In addition, the supervisory board appoints the members
of the management board, and appoints one member as president.1 67
The supervisory board only has the power to dismiss members of the
management board if that power is included in the company's
founding documents.' 68 Otherwise, only a decision made at a general
meeting can determine dismissals. 6 1
The supervisory board's main responsibility is to oversee the
management of the company, which must report to the supervisory
board at least once per quarter. 7 e Information about the way the
supervisory board operates, and how it monitors and audits the
management board is available to the public."' Certain deals that the
company makes are subject to approval by the supervisory board.1 72
The members of the management board are broadly responsible
for management of the company, and represent the company when it
is dealing with third parties.' 73 The management board may be
composed of a maximum of five members. 7 4 The management board
may be a single member only if the company has share capital of less
than E150,000.'1s

165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.

C.COM art. L225-79 (Fr.).
C.COM art. L225-81 (Fr.).
C.CoM art. L225-59 (Fr.).
C.CoM art. L225-61 (Fr.).
Id.
See C.CoM art. L225-68 (Fr.).
Id.

172. C.CoM art. L225-86 ("Any agreement entered into directly or indirectly
between the company and one of the members of the management or supervisory
board, a shareholder holding a fraction of the voting rights greater than 10% or, in
the case of a corporate shareholder, the company controlling the meaning of Article
L. 233-3 should be subject to the prior approval of the Supervisory Board.").

173. C.CoM art. L225-64, 66 (Fr.).
174. C.COM. art L225-58 (Fr.).
175. Id.
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Consequences of the French System

The French system has many of the same consequences of the
German system, except French companies are given more freedom of
choice.1 7 6 Where board structure and labor representation is legally
mandated in Germany,1 7 7 in France, it is largely up to the discretion of
the company.1 7 8 The ability to use broader discretion allowed in
France can be beneficial, as some critics of the German system argue
that its inflexibility and failure to allow the free market to regulate
business decisions leads to inefficiencies.1 7 9 The French system also
demonstrates that even without the explicit requirement for labor
representation, the choice and ability for labor interests to be
represented can lead to better labor relations.'so
France's corporate governance policies place a high level of
importance on stakeholders.' 8 ' France has also adopted quotas to
represent interests other than labor, such as requiring a certain number
of women on boards.1 82 Furthermore, France has higher reporting
requirements, which require companies to disclose the environmental
and social impact of its activities annually.1 8 3
CSR movements in France have had a large impact upon the
regulation of companies.1 84 Following the first CSR movement in the
1970s, the impact upon France and the United States was very
different due to the cultural differences.1 8 5 For example, the United
176. See C.COM art. L225-27 (Fr.). (discussing the company's ability to
choose the number of labor-elected directors on its board).
177. See supra Section IV(a)

178. See id.; AktG § 101(1).
179. See Sadowski et al., supra note 107, at 66.
180. See, e.g., Lauren J. Aste, Reforming French Corporate Governance: A
Return To The Two-Tier Board?, 32 GEO. WASH. J. INT'L L. & ECON. 1, 72 (1999).
(discussing the productivity and lower labor costs of France).
181. Veronique Magnier and Darren Rosenblum, Quotas and the Transatlantic
Divergence of Corporate Governance, 34 Nw. J. INT'L L. & Bus. 249, 250-51

(2014).
182. Id.
183. Paul A. Davidsson, Note, Legal Enforcement of Corporate Social
Responsibility within the EU, 8 COLUM. J. EUR. L. 529, 535 (2002).
184. See Anna Triponel, Business & Human Rights Law: Diverging Trends in

the UnitedStates and France, 23 AM. U. INT'L L. REv. 855, 875-77 (2008).
185. Id. at 875.
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States recently adopted many more governmental regulations of
companies, while a high level of governmental company regulation
had always been prevalent within France.1 86 In France, the CSR
policies encourage the environmental responsibility of businesses, as
well as responsibility to the communities in which the businesses
operate.

87

V. THE ADOPTION OF ASPECTS OF GERMANY AND FRANCE CSR
SYSTEMS BY COMPANIES IN THE UNITED STATES
COULD ALLEVIATE LABOR ISSUES AND THE
LIMITED EFFECTIVENESS OF

CSR

The United States should mandate labor representation onto its
boards by changing the Federal Law. By doing so, all public
companies would be required to integrate labor representatives onto
its boards. This could lead to many benefits for employees,
companies, and the economy of the United States, as a whole.' 8 8
A. Benefits to Companies andLabor Interestsfrom Effective CSR
Effective CSR can provide mutual benefits to employees and
companies. Increased employee attraction and retention,' 89 economic
benefits,1 90 and strategic benefits have been demonstrated with the
adoption of effective CSR programs.191
By integrating the perspective of labor, especially for CSR,
companies in the United States could build their credibility, while also
better serving stakeholder interests.' 92 Labor is an incredibly
important asset of each company. Companies must work to recruit and

186. Id. at 875-76.
187. Id. at 877.
188.

See Arthur Acevedo, Responsible Profitability? Not On My Balance

Sheet!, 61 CATH. U.L. REV. 651, 654 (2012).
189. See Meister, supra note 16.
190. See Jackie Luan & Kusum L. Ailawadi, Does Corporate Social
Responsibility Build Customer Loyalty?, ADVERTAd. AGE (May 24, 2011),
http://adage.com/article/cmo-strategy/corporate-social-responsibility-buildcustomer- loyalty/227729/.
191. See Porter & Kramer, supranote 70.
192. See Using CorporateSocialResponsibility to Win, supra note 18, at 38.
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retain the best talent to make their operations more successful. They
must also work to keep employees happy or else employees may walk
away, causing economic loss to the company.1 93 By addressing labor
interests and using CSR effectively, companies can become more
attractive to potential employees, and current employees will be more
likely to remain associated with the company.1 9 4 Research has shown
that using CSR properly and strategically can help attract and retain
top talent, but an important facet of that is incorporating employees in
the CSR choices.1 95 Research has also suggested that this kind of CSR
can give companies a competitive advantage.1 96
The United States has already demonstrated the benefits of
integrating labor into more aspects of a business. For example, when
airlines integrated employee stock ownership plans-which allowed
employees to gain ownership interests in the company-it lead to
increased cooperation and peace between management and labor.' 97
This method, however, is not ideal. Critics have noted that it can
create high levels of risk for the financial well-being of employees
while allowing the company owners to take advantage of tax breaks
not available to the employees. 19 8
Good CSR that addresses stakeholder interests can present other
benefits as well. For example, a recent study revealed that eightyseven percent of American consumers said they would switch from
one brand to another if one brand is associated with a "good cause." 99
Since 1993, the amount that this impacts the choice of brands has
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193. Sadowski et al., supra note 107, at 41.
194. Meister, supra note 16.
195. Using CorporateSocial Responsibility to Win, supra note 18.
196. M. Todd Henderson & Anup Malan, Corporate Philanthropy and the
Market for Altruism, 109 COLUM. L. REV. 571, 578 (citing Daniel W. Greening
Daniel B. Turban, Corporate Social Performance as a Competitive Advantage in
Attractinga Quality Workforce, 39 Bus. & Soc'Y 254, 276 (2000)).
197. Angus Loten, Founders Cash Out, but Do Workers Gain?, WALL STREET
JOURNAL (Apr. 17, 2013), http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887324345
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198. See Corey Rosen, Observations on Employee Ownership, NAT'L CTR.
FOR EMP. OWNERSHIP (Nov. 2002), https://www.nceo.org/observations-employeeownership/c/united-airlines-esops-employee-ownership.
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increased over twenty percent. 2 00 Negative associations can also lead
to consumers switching away from, or even boycotting, a company. 2 0 1
Meaningful CSR has also been shown to allow businesses to charge a
significant price premium for their products, demonstrating some of
the important economic benefits that can be realized from effective
CSR.2 02
Concerns that adopting the French or German models would lead
to severe economic issues are not supported, as the German and
French systems have not created struggling economies. 20 3 In fact,
Germany is the most powerful economy within Europe, with steady
growth.2 04 It has also maintained a lower unemployment rate than the
United States. 205 Additionally, Germany and France both have greater
income equality than the United States.2 0 6
B. How the German and French Systems Lead to More Effective
CSR, Especially RegardingLaborIssues
Involving stakeholders tends to lead to more effective CSR.20 7 In
both the German and French systems, certain stakeholders are
automatically included in the process due to the labor and diversity

200. Id.
201. Id.
202. Luan & Kusum, supra note 190.
203. Germany has the fourth highest gross domestic product in the world, and
France has the sixth highest. WORLD BANK, Gross Domestic Product 2014, World
Development
Indicators
Database
(Dec.
2015),
http://databank.worldbank.org/data/download/GDP.pdf.
204. See, e.g., Germany - Economic Forecast Summary, OECD (Nov. 2015),
http://www.oecd.org/economy/germany-economic-forecast-summary.htm.
205. See
The
World
Fact
Book,
CIA,
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/fields/2129.html
(last

visited on Apr. 26, 2016).
206. According to the World Bank's GINI index (a measure of income
equality), out of the three countries, Germany, with the most mandated labor
representation, has the most equal income distribution. France is next, and the
United States has the highest amount of income inequality. See THE WORLD BANK,
BANK
ESTIMATE),
http://data.worldbank.org/
GINI
INDEX
(WORLD

indicator/SI.POV.GINI.
207.

See generally Shuili et al., supra note 199, at 17.
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representation requirements. 2 0 8 In addition, placing greater importance
upon stakeholders generally leads to more effective CSR because
companies are striving for more than simply achieving the greatest
profits.2 09
Furthermore, the focus on labor in particular creates a better
environment for employees. Employees have been shown to be very
invested in the positive perception of where they work or are
considering working. 2 '0 An important aspect of that perception is
CSR, and including labor within CSR decisions is an important aspect
of how effective CSR is and how it is viewed. 2 1 1 Thus, by giving labor
a more effective voice and opening the focus of the company to more
than just shareholders, the French and German systems provide an
avenue for genuine CSR that is effective at improving labor relations.
These systems also legitimize and provide a method of expressing
more of the labor representatives' concerns. 2 12 Employees have an
outlet to discuss issues with the company under a system which
integrates labor, making it more likely that employees will express
their dissatisfaction rather than simply leaving the company. 2 13 This
leads to economic benefits for both employees and companies. 214 As
a result, the company can avoid efficiency losses and training costs for
new employees. while the employees can avoid transaction costs
associated with switching companies. 2 15
Conflicts between labor and other interests can be more quickly
and fully addressed in these types of systems. 2 1 6 Due to the
composition of the boards, there is an avenue to directly manage

208. See DrittelbG [Act on the Third Participation of Employees in the
Supervisory Board],, May 18, 2004, BGBL I at 974, last amended by BGBL. I. at

642, art.8 (Ger.) (translated).; BVerfG, 1 BvR 532, 533/77, Dec. 1, 1978,
http://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bv050290.html#Opinion

(translated);

C.COM

art.

L225-79-2 (Fr.).
209. Shuili et al., supra note 199, at 17.
210. Using CorporateSocial Responsibility to Win, supra note 18.

211. Id.
212. See Davies & Hopt, supra note 97, at 339.
213. Sadowski et al, supra note 107, at 41.
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215. Id.
216.

Davies & Hopt, supra note 97, at 339.
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conflicts that arise between labor and shareholders. 2 17 These boards
allow for the dissemination of information, open discussion, and
compromise between these two groups. 2 1 8 This opportunity to balance
the interests of capital within the United States is especially important
because of the limitations that have been put on the collective
bargaining power of labor, considered a side effect of privatization
and deregulation. 2 19
Compensation, a major issue in the United States, is also
addressed more effectively by this system. Germany and France are
both within the top ten countries with the highest take-home pay to
their employees. 220 Germany just adopted its first minimum wage in
2015, and is near the highest in the world. 221 This measure was
adopted in part to fight rising poverty in Germany. 2 22 The minimum
and living wage is an important interest of labor that Germany was
able to take action to address relatively quickly. 223 This may, in part,
be explained by the increased representation of labor in its society.
Additionally, the use of co-determination has been credited with an
increase in hourly wages for employees. 224
Another interesting aspect of German and French board
composition is the use of quotas in order to ensure more diverse

217. See id. at 345.
218. Id.
219. David M. Kotz, The Capital-Labor Relation: Contemporary Character
and
Prospects
for
Change
8
(2007),
http://people.umass.edu/dmkotz/CapLabor Reln0707.pdf.
220. Take-home pay is the gross wage minus taxes and other mandatory
deductions. CNNMONEY, Top 10 national minimum wages in the world, CNN,
http://money.cnn.com/interactive/economy/top-10-national-minimum-wages-in-the-

world/?iid=EL (last visited Apr. 26, 2015).
221. Id.
222. Poverty in Germany at its highest since reunification, DW (Feb. 19,
2015), http://www.dw.com/en/poverty-in-germany-at-its-highest-since-reunification

/a-18268757.
223. Id.
224. Jan Svejnar,. Relative Wage Effects of Unions, Dictatorship, and
Codetermination: Econometric Evidence from Germany, 63 REv. OF ECON. AND
STAT. 188, 194 (1981).
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representation of genders on their boards. 225 This increased diversity
has led to measurable positive results, especially in regards to CSR.2 2 6
In further contrast to the European CSR models, the United States
courts have held that quotas to address discrimination are
unconstitutional.2 2 7 However, this ban on quotas does not apply to
labor or employment, but rather protected groups, such as gender,
race, and ethnicity. 22 8 Therefore, although gender quotas would not
likely be successful, the United States could consider mandatory
representation without legal issues.
VI. CONCLUSION

The United States should consider a less capital focused approach
and integrate a more diverse perspective, especially including
stakeholders into their boards of directors. There is potential for
companies in the United States to achieve even greater success by
adopting certain aspects of both the German and French policies,
while maintaining other proven aspects of the current system. The
United States could work towards these goals by changing the Federal
Laws regarding boards of directors and mandating labor
representation on boards.
By marrying the most beneficial parts of both systems, an even
more effective-and representative-system could arise. By further
integrating the insight of labor into CSR, the United States can make it
more effective in both perception and actual effect. This could lead to
important advantages when it comes to issues of great importance to
the labor force, such as the issue of employee wages.
France and Germany have successfully recognized economic and
other benefits from increasing cooperation and including stakeholders
into more aspects of CSR. By taking some lessons from these systems,
the United States could likely not only improve labor relations, but
225. J. F. Corkery & Madeline Taylor, The Gender Gap: A
on
the
Board,
27board, CORP.
Gov.
EJOURNAL
http://epublications.bond.edu.au/cgej/27/.

Quotafor Women
1

(2012),

226. Id. at 3.
227. See Regents of Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 379 (1978).
228.

Id. at 301-02.
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also have other positive effects such as improved environmental
protections, community relations, and philanthropic pursuits.
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